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Corporate finance and treasury services are experiencing increasing costs of 

manually processing documents. Additionally, the templatized RPA bots 

have become cumbersome and ineffective in handling various types of 

documents coming from several external sources such as customers, banks, 

shipping and others.  Emagia’s Gia, a next generation digital finance assistant 

is now integrated with self-learning, document reading capability, Gia Docs 

AI. This cognitive digital assistant can now eliminate manual data extraction 

and provide game changing business outcomes

Scalable Next Generation Enterprise Technology for Finance Executives 
and Treasury Professionals

Gia’s cognitive data capture capability will fundamentally change the way 

finance and treasury organizations transform documents into structured 

digital data with real time value. Gia is available as a monthly subscription 

service and also has APIs to export data for seamless integration with 

enterprise back-office applications. Unlike other data capture solutions 

which use RPA and OCR technologies and work with templates-based 

extraction, Gia’s data capture uses neural networks based deep learning 

engine that learns new templates on its own. This enterprise scalable AI 

solution can support various file formats and can export the data extracted 

into industry standard data formats. 

The Future with Zero Manual Data Extraction
Data extraction from remittances, lockboxes and related documents is a very 

cumbersome and costly process for global finance organizations. Leapfrog 

into the digital age with Gia Docs AI. No more copy and pasting. No more 

template-based RPA bots. Save time and money. Gia Docs AI frees up your 

employees to focus on higher-value tasks. 

KEY BENEFITS

»   Enterprise scalable solution that     
     supports high volumes of data

»   Powerful AI engine that learns       
     continuously while supporting various 
     document types

»   Validation interface for additional 
     check on accuracy of the data 
     extracted

»   Improves remittance processing 
     efficiency 

»   Automated processes result in 
     reduced human errors

»   Transforms unstructured data into 
     actionable business insights

Gia Docs AI is purpose built to 
seamlessly extract, understand and 
utilize critical data insights from a variety 
of finance documents including:

»   Invoices
»   Remittances
»   Cheques
»   Bank statements
»   Lock box files & other documents.
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Cognitive Components that Improve Outcome Accuracy and Streamline 
Operations:

 »   Cognitive Data Capture: Gia Docs AI captures data from financial  

 documents through various channels (import, sftp, mailbox, vendor  

 portals etc.,) to increase automation in Order-To-Cash and other  

 business processes enabling organizations to gain operational  

 efficiency.

 »   Cognitive Data Extraction: Cognitive Data Extraction: Gia Docs AI  

 engine recognizes image files, identifies, categorizes and extracts  

 information from unstructured data resulting in accurate real time  

 insights that enable effective decision making.

 »   Cognitive Conversational AI: Cognitive Conversational AI: Integrated  

 with Gia - the digital financial assistant, Gia Docs AI can continuously  

 learn new formats, new document types and new languages.

Open Architecture for Easier Integration through APIs
Emagia recognizes the importance of open architecture to facilitate effortless 

integration with proprietary and third-party systems. Gia Docs APIs allows 

you to transform unstructured data to structured format and send it through 

the APIs for further processing in your existing enterprise applications. 

Adding Gia Docs AI to your business processes is simple and easy.

About Emagia 
Emagia delivers AI-powered fintech platform for receivables and treasury 

aimed to modernize finance operations for the digital age. Over a decade, 

Emagia has delivered highly innovative and award-winning SaaS-based 

order-to-cash automation platforms for global finance, F&A shared services 

and BPO organizations. Powered by  Emagia AI platform, Emagia Enterprise 

Receivables Management Suite (ERMS) brings automation, analytics and AI 

trifecta to empower digital credit, digital receivables, digital collections, digital 

deductions, digital cash flow forecasting, digital cash application and digital 

billing & payments. Emagia Advanced Analytics Suite provides deep insights 

from descriptive, predictive, prescriptive analytics for the entire order to cash 

cycle. Emagia’s Gia Digital Finance Assistant is the next generation 

conversational AI useful for finance staff to improve their productivity and for 

customers to improve their digital finance experience. Emagia’s Gia Docs is 

the next generation cognitive data capture AI available as a service. Many 

companies across the world have achieved significant and sustainable 

improvements to their costs, compliance, control and cash flow with Emagia 

solutions. For more information, visit https://www.emagia.com.
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